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Étude Op. 10, No. 3, in E major, is a study for solo
piano composed by Frédéric Chopin in 1832, first
published in France, Germany and England in
1833 as the third piece in his Étuden collection
Op.10. It is a slow "cantabile" study for polyphonic
legato play. Chopin himself believed that this was
his most beautiful melody. The theme became
famous through numerous popular arrangements
- in Germany as "In mir klingt ein Lied". Sometimes
the title names "Tristesse" (sadness) or "Farewell
(L'Adieu)" appear, but they are not assigned by
Chopin. Here are the first bars of one of the
numerous original piano editions:

...and here as a fair copy manuscript by Chopin
with the deviating tempo indication "Vivace ma non
troppo" (and "legatissimo"):

Chopin originally gave this etude the tempo "Vivace",
later the encore "..ma non troppo". Furthermore, it
is important to observe that this etude is originally
in 2/4 time and not 4/4 time! In general, however,
it is played as a very slow 4/8 piece. It is also
interesting that the melody is accompanied by
oscillating sixteenths simultaneously with the right
hand and the left hand delivers syncopated bass
phrases! This etude is thus classified in the category
"melody and accompaniment in one hand
simultaneously", which is the meaning of the term
"polyphonic legato play".

Klaus Wunderlich's arrangement, on the other

hand, is a completely different musical world:

from this "romantic" melody he tries to counter

a slightly jazzy orchestral piece for "Strings

and Piano with Jazz Organ", which - as always

- he has succeeded excellently! So he starts

with the chordal strings and at the same time

short, melodic-rhythmic solo piano fills sound:

It remains in the original E major key for the first
theme passage and then modulates to F major via
the C7 chord, from then on the piece becomes
"easily playable".  Such attempts to make this etude
easier to play by modulations have even existed in
the classical world. I went one step further here and
modulated this etude in my version 1 completely in
C major, which made the whole thing sound a third
lower and shifted up an octave in notes - and that
sounds, in my opinion, very pleasant! I left the
orchestral MIDI accompaniment (except for the
bass part) in this somewhat lower register and also
kept the piano fills - only the new modulation or the
organ part was omitted:
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This Slowfox programming consists of two parts, whereby the differences are very clear, however, the "basic

rhythm" or the rhythm listening experience remains the same! The design of the string accompaniment and

the drums play a decisive role in this: In Main 1, for example, a deeper inversion of guitar chords is played

- and in the drums the tambourine sounds as a second helping. In Main 2 the tambourine is replaced by the

"thin" march (or swing) snare - and the guitar chords play the next higher inversion. The string chords, which

remained the same in both Main, ensure sound continuity. But the biggest difference are the additional

instrument parts "Piano" (only in Main 1) and "Sax-Satz" only in Main 2, where even a walking bass makes

Slowfox "march" properly all at once!


